I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of text document classification is to assign automatically a new document into one or more predefined classes based on its contents. An increasing number of statistical classification methods and machine learning algorithms have been explored to build automatically a classifier by learning from previously labelled documents including naive Bayes, knearest neighbor, support vector machines, neural network, decision trees, logistic regression (see e.g. McCallum and
Nigam [1] , Nigam et al. [2] , Joachims [3] , Yang [4] , Yang et al. [5] and the references therein). The overview of Sebastiani [6] discusses the main approaches to text classification.
In text classification, usually a document representation using a bag-of-words approach is employed (each position in the feature vector representation corresponds to a given word). This representation scheme leads to very high-dimensional feature space, too high for conventional classification methods. Two approaches for dimensionality reduction exist, either selecting a subset of the original features, or transforming the features into new ones.
In text classification problem the dominant approach is feature selection using various criteria. Methods for feature subset selection for text document classification task use an evaluation function that is applied to a single word. All words are independently evaluated and sorted according to the assigned criterion. Then, a predefined number of the best features is taken to form the best feature subset. Scoring of individual words can be performed using some of the measures, for instance, document frequency, word frequency, mutual Antonin Mali'k
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Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic Prague, Czech Republic E-mail: antonin.malik@logicacmg.com information, information gain, odds ratio, x2 statistic (chisquare) and term strength [7] , [8] , [9] . Yang and Pedersen [7] and Mladenic and Grobelnik [8] give experimental comparison of the above mentioned measures in text classification. The information gain and a very simple frequency measures were reported to work well on text data. Forman in [9] presents an extensive comparative study of twelve feature selection criteria for the high-dimensional domain of text classification.
In this paper we propose to use sequential forward selection search based on improved mutual information criterion introduced by Battiti [10] There are two distinct ways of viewing dimensionality reduction, depending on whether the task is performed locally (a feature subset is chosen for each individual class) or globally (a feature subset is chosen for the classification under all classes). The second distinction may be drawn in words of the nature of resulting features: dimensionality reduction by feature selection (reduced feature set is a subset of the original feature set) or dimensionality reduction by feature extraction (the features in reduced feature set are not of the same type of the features in original feature set but are obtained by combinations or transformations of the original ones). In the so called wrapper approach to feature selection, the feature subset is identified by means of the same learning algorithm that will be used for classifier design. The alternative is the filtering approach that is, keeping the features that receive the highest score according to a function that measures the importance of the features for the classification task.
A. Feature Subset Selection
In text classification the dominant approach to dimensionality reduction is feature selection. Given a predefined integer IV , methods for word selection attempt to select from the original set V, the set V' of words with IV < IVI that, when used for document representation, yields the highest effectiveness. Different methods for feature subset selection have been developed in pattern recognition and machine learning using different evaluation functions and search procedures.
1) Feature Selection Evaluation Functions: In this paper the global filtering approach to feature selection in text task is considered. The evaluation functions measures how good a specific subset is in discriminating between classes.
A simple and effective global word selection function is the document frequency [7] of a word w, that is, only the terms that occur in the highest number of documents are retained.
Information-theoretic functions for global word selection have been used in the literature, among them mutual information (MI), (Yang and Pedersen [7] ), information gain (IG), (Caropreso et al. [121, Yang and Pedersen [7] , Yang and Liu [13] ), X2 statistic (Caropreso et al. [12] , Yang and Pedersen [7] , Yang and Liu [13] ) and odds-ratio (Mladenic [ 14] ). The mathematical definitions of the main functions used for dimensionality reduction in text classification task are summarized in Table 1 in the paper of Sebastiani [6] . All functions are specified locally to a specific class ck E C. In order to assess the value of word w in a global classindependent sense, either the sum or the weighted sum, or the maximum of their class-specific values are usually computed.
2) Feature Selection Search Methods: Most of the feature subset selection methods used in machine learning or pattern recognition are not designed for tasks with a large number of features. Most methods for feature subset selection that are used on text are very simple compared to the other methods developed in machine learning and pattern recognition.
Best individual features (BIF) method [15] evaluates all the IVI words individually according to a given criterion, sorts them and selects the best IV words. Since the vocabulary has usually several thousands or tens of thousands of words, the BIF methods are popular in text classification because they are rather fast, efficient and simple. However, they evaluate each word separately and completely ignore the existence of other words and the manner how the words work together. The best subset of IV words need not contain the best IV single evaluated words. Forward selection algorithms start with an empty set of features and add feature one at a time until the final feature set is reached. Backward elimination algorithms start with a feature set containing all features and remove features one at a time.These feature selection procedures take note of dependencies between words as opposed to the BIF methods.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
We consider the global filtering approach to feature selection in text document task. In this section novel algorithms for feature selection using mutual information are presented.
A. Feature Selection using Mutual Information
Our feature subset selection problem is formulated as follows: Given an initial set V with IVI features, find the subset Ss C V with ISI features that maximizes the mutual information for text defined as mutual information for a set of words averaged over all classes given by the following formula: ici MI(S) = P(Ck)I(Ck, S)-
The mutual information for a feature/word w (word w occurred) averaged over all classes is defined as: ici %P(WlCk) ici MI(w) = P(ck) log k = P(CW(Ck,W) (2) Here P(w) is the probability, that the word w occurred, P(ck) is the probability of the class Ck, P(WlCk) is the conditional probability of the word w given the class Ck, I(ck, w) is the mutual information between class Ck and word w. We can consider three strategy for solving our feature selection problem.
The optimal strategy generates all the word subsets S and compares their MI(S). It is almost impossible for too many combinations. In the backward elimination strategy we remove the worst word from the complete set V one by one till the required number of words remain. This procedure has a lot of difficulties in computing I(ck,S).
The forward selection strategy using mutual information for text (1) can be realized as follows:
Set S = 'empty set' (S denotes the set of selected words), set U = 'initial set V of all IVI words' (U denotes the set of unselected words).
2) Pre-computation:
For all w E V compute MI(w).
3) First word selection:
Find the word w* e V that maximizes MI(w), setU =V\{w*}, S ={w*}. 4 
Here H(w,) and H(w,lc) is the entropy and the conditional entropy of w8, respectively. Using the equation (4) and (5) we obtain I(c, wjlw) = I(c,wi) ( ( I(w, wi).
With this formula, we revise the step 4) of the ideal forward algorithm.
B. Feature Selection Algorithms using Mutual Information Four proposed algorithms for feature selection in text document task can be described as follows: 1) Initialization: Set S = 'empty set' (S is the set of selected words), set U = 'initial set V of all ViVI words' (U of unselected words).
For all w E V compute MI(w) I(w, w').
3) First word selection:
Find word w* e V that maximizes MI(w); setU= V\{w*}, S= {w*}.
4) Words selection step:
Repeat until the desired number of words is selected. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Data
In our experiments we examined the common used the Reuters-21578 data set' for evaluation of our algorithms. P(Ck, Wj) log P(ck, Tj)) P(Ck)P(7j3)'
Here IDI is the number of training documents, P(wi) is the probability, that the word wi occurred in a document, Ti means, that the word does not occur, P(Ck) is the probability of the class ck, ck represents that a random document does not occur in the class Ck. P(Ck, Wi) is the joint probability of the class Ck and the occurrence of the word wi and P(WiICk) is the conditional probability of the word wi given the class Ck.
For selecting salient words from the complete vocabulary set V we used best individual features method (BIF) based on information gain (BIF IG), chi-square (BIF Chi2) and odds ratio (BIF OR). Further, sequential forward selection (SFS) method based on the improved mutual information feature selection criteria and their modifications (SFS MI, SFS IMI, SFS MaxMI and SFS MaxIMI) presented in Section IV has been used in our experiments.
C. Classifiers
All feature selection methods were examined on three classifiers: A naive Bayes classifier, a linear Support Vector Machines classifier and a k-nearest neighbor classifier. Naive Bayes. We use the multinomial model as described by McCallum and Nigam [1] . The predicted class for document d is the one that maximizes the posterior probability P(cld), which is proportional to P(c) Hf P(wIc)n(w,d), where P(c) is the prior probability that a document belongs to class c, P(wjc) is the probability that a word chosen randomly in a document from class c equals w, and n(w, d) is the number of occurrences of word w in a document d ("word frequency"). We smoothed word and class probabilities using Bayesian estimate with word priors and a Laplace estimate,respectively.
Linear Support Vector Machines. The SVM method has been introduced in text classification by Joachims [3] and subsequently used in several other text classification works. The methods is defined over the vector space where the classification problem is to find the decision surface that "best" separates the data points of one class from the other. In case of linearly separable data the decision surface is a hyperplane that maximizes the "margin" between the two classes.
k-nearest neighbor. Given an arbitrary input document, the system ranks its nearest neighbors among training documents, and uses the classes of the k top-ranking neighbors to predict the class of the input document. The similarity score of each neighbor document to the new document being classified is used as a weight if each classes, and the sum of class weights over the nearest neighbors are used for class ranking.
D. Performance measures
For evaluating the multi-label classification accuracy we use the standard multi-label measures: precision, recall and F1-measure both micro-averaged and macro-averaged.
- [18] , [19] . . Investigation feature clustering as an alternative to feature selection for reducing dimensionality of text data. 
